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FOOTBALL (31-7)

new faces, NO PROBLEM
Dukes defeat Richmond Spiders 31-7,
despite starting line-up setbacks
>> Flip to page B6 for a
photo collage of Saturday’s
Homecoming game.
By DAVID BARTON
The Breeze

The JMU offense apparently doesn’t need stars.
Underclassmen dominated an inspired display,
yielding more than  points
for the first time this season.
Before a sold-out homecoming crowd of ,, the
Dukes (-, - CAA) ran
past the Richmond Spiders
- .
All week, redshirt junior
quarterback Justin Thorpe’s five-game suspension
had been looming over the
Dukes. It got worse when
JMU’s No.  offensive threat
in redshirt sophomore
Dae’Quan Scott left the game
with what Coach Mickey
Matthews deemed a severe
shoulder injury to start the
second quarter.
It was a nervous situation
for the Dukes, but redshirt
sophomore tailback Jordan Anderson entered the
game and put on a dominating performance. The

Chantilly, Va. native gained
 yards on  carries with
two touchdowns.
“We’ve known Jordan’s a
good player,” redshirt freshman starting quarterback
Jace Edwards said. “He’s
always enthusiastic, and
we knew he could play. He
got a chance today, and he
showed that.”
Anderson’s two scores
came on long runs of  and
 yards, which solidified
him as the game’s MVP. But
there was another surprise
performance in the JMU
backfield, as redshirt freshman Jauan Latney added 
yards to the Dukes’ total of
 on the ground.
“I thought that we’d move
the ball,” Matthews said.
“You can never say how
many yards or points you can
have, but I thought we were
gonna move the ball against
them.”
While JMU scored the
most points since last year’s
opener against Morehead
State University when they
scored , the defense had
an equally spectacular
showing against the Spiders
see DUKES, page B2
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Redshirt freshman quarterback Jace Edwards led the Dukes in victory during his first college football start on Saturday against University of Richmond.

CRIME

‘It was the scariest night of my life’

Students witness Devon Lane shooting, police won’t release shooter’s name
Two students said they were walking down Devon Lane with friends
minutes before a shooting occurred
early Saturday morning.
The shooting took place at about
: a.m. on Saturday on the 
block of Devon Lane, according to
police spokeswoman Mary-Hope
Vass.
A -year-old man allegedly
threatened a -year-old man with a
handgun. The -year-old then took
out his own gun and shot the man in
the leg.
The -year-old was injured and
taken to Rockingham Memorial Hospital. He was later transported to the
University of Virginia Medical Center

ACADEMICS

with serious but non-life-threatening
injuries.
Police declined to release names
or press charges yesterday, but HPD
knows the identity of the -year-old
and said he’s cooperating with the
investigation.
A female witness, who wished to
remain anonymous to avoid feeling threatened, said the -year-old
aimed the gun at her before he shot
the -year-old.
“He pointed it at my chest and told
me to keep moving,” she said.
The witness said she sprinted away
and turned around to see the -yearold shake the -year-old’s hand
before shooting him in the leg.

Another witness, Katie Volatile, an
undeclared freshman, said she was
about  feet away from the two when
the shots rang out.
“It was the scariest night of my life,”
Volatile said. “You could never think
it would happen to you.”
Volatile and her friends ran from
the scene and were let into an apartment off Devon Lane, where they
called a cab. From the cab, one of
Volatile’s friends phoned the police.
Currently, there’s no reason to
believe the shooter or the victim are
JMU students.
— staff report
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Students observe as police tape off the 1400 block of Devon Lane early Saturday
morning in response to a shooting. The victim, 19, was transported to University
of Virginia Medical on Saturday.

University approves jazz major

New major expected to attract incoming students, give current students an opportunity to develop musical skills
By ANNE ELSEA
The Breeze

Students can now major in the music
of Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong.
Thanks to a Sept.  Board of Visitors
decision, the jazz studies minor will be
available as a major in September .
There are  students currently
enrolled with a jazz minor, which is
open to any student.
“Jazz studies is something that’s
growing in the U.S.,” said Andrew Connell, a music professor. “Twenty years
ago, this didn’t exist.”
Charles Dotas, director of jazz studies, is developing the new major’s
curriculum and talking to prospective
students.
Dotas hopes the degree will help
pull in students who otherwise might
not have chosen JMU.
“In the past few years, we’ve lost several of our top prospects to schools who
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offer an undergraduate degree in jazz
studies,” Dotas said.
George Mason University and Virginia Commonwealth University,
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NEWS
JMU debates

Student debaters from
across the East Coast
argue about the lessons
learned from Arab Spring.

which has about  majors, according to VCU’s website, already have jazz
major programs in place.
Changing jazz from a minor to a
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OPINION
Freedom to choose

Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell
violates soldiers’ First
Amendment right.

major program has been a longtime
goal of the jazz professors.
“Students wanted to be a jazz major,
and that was their focus,” Connell said.
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SPORTS
Victorious Homecoming

Soccer and volleyball teams
dominate in games against
conference opponents.

“As professors, that’s what we’ve wanted for a whileå. It’s a matter of money
and the resources.”
More than one-third of the master’s
level public universities in the U.S. currently offer undergraduate jazz studies
degrees, Dotas said.
Students are part of the reason why
this program was created.
“For years, current School of Music
students have expressed an interest
in the development of a jazz major
at JMU,” Dotas said. “Several of our
current students are planning on auditioning for acceptance into the new
major.”
Students who audition and make it
into the music program their freshman
year take two years of required classes
in the School of Music, then may audition again as a jazz major at the end of
their sophomore year.
Some of the classes within the major
see JAZZ, page A4
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LIFE
T-shirt tribute

Senior student and veteran
pair up to sell patriotic,
American-made shirts
to support troops.
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LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Now’s the best time
to make changes at
home. Keep a positive attitude, and
play it like a game that you mean
to win but don’t mind losing. Then
go ahead and win.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Great language
skills accelerate getting your
message across. Continue to study
the subject you’re teaching. Focus
and learn as much as you can.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Making money
requires imagination.
Others want to study what you’re
up to. Share knowledge.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Some concepts
won’t work, but
try anyway. Failure
refines the process,
adding velocity for future success.
AQUARIUS

(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Keep existing
promises first and
consider before
committing to new
ones. Clarify your schedule and
direction with friends.
PISCES

(Feb. 19-March 20)
Destruction is part
of the creative
process. Inhibit any
more bizarre suggestions. Strange
demands could be made.

College student,
high schoolers
arrested in SAT
scandal
Los Angeles Times

Carrie Amato
Catherine Barsanti
Hannah Gentry
Sydney McKenny

NEW YORK — A -year-old
college student was arrested
and charged Tuesday with taking college entrance exams for
six Long Island high school
students in exchange for payments of up to $,.
Sam Eshaghoff, a  graduate of Great Neck North High
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Former CEO
leaves HewlettPackard with
$13 million;
replacement
takes $1 a year

IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
You’re a true leader (even if you don’t
think so). Take one step at a time with
relationships, romance and even finances.
Like a good wine, you’re getting better with
age, but beware of letting resignation make
you bitter. Acceptance and a sense of humor
keep you mellow and fine.

Destine’ Windon
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AD EXECUTIVES
Jon Asgari
Cristina Cabrera
Melissa Knowles
Brandon Lawlor
Connor Long
Carson Stanley
Owen Thomas
Jordan True
Patrick Wilkins
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MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives
to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in First Amendment
rights.
Published Monday and Thursday
mornings, The Breeze is distributed
throughout James Madison University
and the local Harrisonburg community.
Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Torie Foster, editor.

Today

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
Your ideas flow with
ease. Take notes
(with pictures). Make a list with the
obvious steps to realize the most
tantalizing dreams first.
TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
Conditions for
long-distance travel
improve. Check your lists twice. Be
sure that your tires are properly
inflated, and the oil level’s fine ...
then, green light!
GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
Staying busy may
be the best way to
stay out of trouble
today. Take a deep breath and think
before making decisions.
CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
You’re entering a
negotiation phase.
Work behind the
scenes when needed and beware
of sudden changes. Choose your
partners wisely.
LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Don’t let this busy
Monday get on
your nerves. Get plenty of rest.
Take breaks from the screen and
stretch regularly.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Let a loved one set
the schedule. You
enjoy the company of dear family
and friends. A coming change is for
the better, so go along with it.

School and second-year student at Emory University in
Atlanta, faces charges for
scheming to defraud and criminal impersonation that carry a
sentence of up to four years in
jail. The six current students at
Great Neck North were arrested on misdemeanor charges.
Eshaghoff, who used the
money he raised as a test taker
to pay for a gym membership,
prosecutors say, was led in
handcuffs Tuesday afternoon
into a Long Island courtroom,
where he pleaded not guilty
and was held on $, bond or
$ bail. His mother left court
without commenting.

San Jose Mercury News

SAN JOSE, Calif. — Former
Hewlett-Packard Co. Chief
Executive Leo Apotheker,
who was ousted last week
after the company’s stock lost
nearly half its value during
his -month tenure, is leaving with $. million in cash
and stock.
Newly appointed CEO Meg
Whitman will join Silicon Valley’s $-a-year club, following
the lead of Oracle Corp. CEO
Larry Ellison and Apple Inc.
Chairman Steve Jobs, among
others, although HP reported
Thursday that Whitman will
be eligible for stock options
and an annual bonus of up to
$ million.

Assassination
was planned in
Pakistan,
Afghanistan
charges
McClatchy Newspapers

KABUL, Afghanistan—
Afghan officials said Saturday
that they have provided Pakistan with evidence that
the assassination of the top
Afghan peace negotiator was
plotted in Quetta, Pakistan.
Lutfullah Mashal, a
spokesman for the National
Directorate of Security, the
main Afghan intelligence
agency, provided the first
details about who planned
Burhanuddin Rabbani’s
assassination and where.
“A confession from the
people we have detained in
connection with the assassination of Mr. Rabbani shows
a direct connection” to the
Taliban leadership council
in Quetta, Mashal said. Rabbani’s killing was planned in
a town called Satellite, near
Quetta, Mashal told a news
conference.
The intelligence material,
which was handed over to the
Pakistani Embassy in Kabul,
included an address, photographs and a layout of a house
in Satellite, with the names of
the people who discussed the
assassination, Mashal said.

Apotheker, whose base
salary was $. million, will
leave HP with $. million in
a cash severance payment,
$. million under a company bonus program known as
“Pay for Results” and accelerated vesting of stock options
worth $. million, according
to a filing that HP made with
the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Under an agreement
negotiated by the company
and Apotheker, the former
CEO also will keep about
two-thirds of the performance-based restricted stock
units that he was granted
under his original contract,
while renouncing the remainder. The value of the units
Apotheker will receive —
roughly $ million based on
the current stock price — will
depend on the company’s
performance in future years.
HP is also paying for the
German-born Apotheker to
move his family to Belgium
or France, where he had
lived after serving as CEO
of German software company Systems, Applications
and Products. The company

also agreed to reimburse up
to $, for any loss he
incurs in selling the $ million
home he purchased in Atherton, Calif., last year.
Whitman, who is already
a billionaire on the basis of
stock and other earnings
from her previous job as CEO
of eBay, will be paid a base
salary of $ a year. HP said
her target annual bonus for
 is $. million, but she
could earn up to . times
that amount if the company
does well.
She also will receive
options to buy . million
shares in company stock over
the next two years. Most of the
options will be vested only if
HP’s stock value improves
by  percent in the first year
and an additional  percent
in the second year.
HP’s stock closed Thursday at $., up . percent
for the day. It was $. on
Nov. , the day Apotheker
started as CEO but fell sharply in subsequent months and
closed at $. the day he
was removed.

Rabbani, a prominent
Tajik leader from northern
Afghanistan, was killed in his
residence by a suicide bomber who hid explosives in his
turban. Rabbani was head
of the High Peace Council, a
government initiative to broker peace with the Taliban.
Nobody has claimed responsibility for the killing.
Hours after the killing, a
Taliban spokesman claimed
responsibility for the death,
but later the Taliban issued a
statement denying that it had
claimed responsibility.
After the assassination,
President Hamid Karzai
appointed a commission to
investigate the killing and find
the plotters.
In a rare and exclusive
interview with a local TV
channel, Karzai said that the
Afghan government will share
its finding with the Pakistani
government and seek its
support.
“If we don’t reach to an
agreement we will refer the
case to the United Nations,”
he said.
In the wake of Rabbani’s
assassination, the Afghan
government is questioning
the productivity of the peace
talks with the Taliban. On
Saturday in a pre-recorded
video statement released by
his office, Karzai said that
trying to talk with the Taliban is pointless and Pakistan,
not the Taliban, should be
the other party in the peace
negotiations.

Also Saturday, the U.S.led International Security
Assistance Force announced
that it has detained Haji Mali
Khan, a prominent insurgent
commander in the east of the
country.
Khan, a prominent commander in the Haqqani
network, managed bases
and had oversight of operations in both Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
“In the past year, Haji Mali
Khan established a militant
camp in Mangal tribal lands
in Paktia province, coordinated the transfer of money
for insurgents operations and
facilitated the acquisition of
supplies,” the statement said.
The Haqqani network,
which is believed to be
enjoying sanctuaries and
safe heavens in the tribal
areas of Pakistan, is one of
the few different insurgent
groups fighting the Afghan
and U.S.-led coalition forces
in Afghanistan.
The group is known for
carrying out complex coordinated attacks on Afghan and
foreign facilities. On Sept. ,
a group of Haqqani fighters
occupied a high-rise building near the U.S. Embassy
in Kabul and showered the
International Security Assistance Force headquarters and
the embassy with rocket-propelled grenades and assault
rifle fire. The attack lasted for
almost  hours, killed seven
civilians and wounded many
others.
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 The Sept. 29 editorial “In
the dog house,” failed to
clarify that the Rose brothers’
charges were dropped Sept.
9 and the six football players
allegedly involved in the
Lambda Chi Alpha incident
were never convicted.

Harrisonburg’s Newest
& Finest Restaurant

563 University Blvd. Suite 110
Harrisonburg VA
540-801-8989

www.OrientalCafeOnline.com

riental
afe
540-801-8989

“Each dish is an Asian taste treat.”

SUSHI BAR, CHINESE, THAI & SINGAPORE CUISINE
General Manager Lawrence Liang brings more
than 35 years experience from the D.C. &
Maryland Metropolitan Area!

“We cook to your taste”
“We will customize your meal”

- The News Leader, Staunton, Va

50%
OFF

Buy One Dinner,
Get 2nd Dinner
Equal or Lesser Value
Coupon Must Be Present
Not Valid w/Any Other Offer

Expires 9/30/2011
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the great DEBATERS

joseph han / contributing photoGRAPHER

For International Week, members of debate teams from University of Mary Washington, St. John’s University, Liberty University, the University of Pittsburgh
and JMU debate about the Arab Spring and its impact on American youth.

Madison Policy-Debate Team remains among
top in the nation for two years
By Sean ByRne
contributing writer

The Madison Policy-Debate Team was
ranked the top public debate program
in the nation for the 2010-2011 academic
year, according to the Cross Examination
Debate Association.
For those years JMU had the thirdlargest active squad in the country and
ranked No. 15 for overall national rankings by both CEDA and the National
Debate Tournament. Last year, they
ranked eighth.
“It’s a great feeling, a lot of other debate
programs focus exclusively on policy
debate which is very hard for public to
get in,” said debate team president Mark
Waugh, a senior political science and history double major. “It’s great because we
are offering a type of debate people can
show up to, understand and participate
in.”
Sophomore Jacob Bosely takes pride
in being part of the team and doing well.
“There’s no feeling quite like knowing
that your A-team wins on the research
that you did, or even when you yourself
get the chance to do the same,” said Bosley, a political science major.
The team is made up of 36 students,
with levels of novice, junior varsity and
varsity. Director Mike Davis and assistant
coach Paul Mabrey, both professors in the
School of Communication Studies, work
with the student executive board to run
the team.
Being able to work with the debate
team is worth the work, according to
Davis.

in brief
Harrisonburg

Developer seeks
rezoning approval

Bill Neff, a real estate developer is
looking to rezone 20 acres of farmland
near the intersection of Route 33 and
Indian Trail Road, according to the
Daily News-Record. That doesn’t work
with the county’s long-term plan for a
75-acre parcel, which includes the 20
acres. The Rockingham County Planning Commission is holding a public
hearing on Tuesday before making
the decision to recommend approval
or denial to the Board of Supervisors.
County staff recommends a denial
of the proposal because the land is
designated as agricultural reserve in
planning documents.
Richmond

August earthquake
shakes plans for third
nuclear reactor

Virginia Dominion Power wants to
install a third nuclear reactor at the
North Anna Power Station, despite
objections after a magnitude-5.8
earthquake shook the East Coast on
Aug. 23 from an epicenter in Mineral,
Va., where the station is located,
according to The Richmond TimesDispatch. The earthquake’s vibrations
shut down both reactors at the North
Anna Power Station for the first
time. The Blue Ridge Environmental
Defense League objects to the
expansion, saying the vibrations
caused by the quake prove the site is
too unstable for expansion.

To get ready for a competition, students put in about 40 hours, of research
in a week.
“I always do more research and spend
more time during the day on debate than
I do for all my regular classes,” said Allison
Bailey, a junior international affairs major
on the team.
One of the reasons that the debate
team is on top is because of the level of
commitment the team displays, according to Jessica Downs, a freshman political
science major.
“The team is really welcoming and supporting of each other,” Downs said.” You
build a lot of personal relationships. It’s
not all about just the debate stuff, but you
can go to them on all different levels.”
But since the debate topics are usually
on current affairs, students’ research can
apply in their future careers.
“I get to portray a policy maker in
debate, and hopefully, someday when
I become a politician I can make more
informed decisions and be more aware
of the repercussions of political actions,”
Bailey said.
At the beginning of each year, CEDA
and the American Debate Association decide on a resolution that’s used
throughout the entire year. In debate, a
resolution is a topic that one team tries to
support while the opposing team tries to
argue against it. The teams are expected
to research the topic and be prepared to
defend both sides of the argument.
The teams then earn points from their
debates by making good remarks that
see TEAM, page A4

Students debate about whether American youth has
learned anything from Arab Spring protests
By Zak Mehan
contributing writer

On Wednesday, the Madison Debate
Society hosted its first public debate about
what American youth to learn from the
use of social media in the Arab Spring
mass protests in the Middle East.
JMU hosted students from the University of Mary Washington, St. Johns
University, Liberty University and the University of Pittsburgh, as they engaged with
students from JMU’s Madison Debate
Society on the question of youth, social
media and change in the Middle East.
The Madison Debate Society cosponsored the event with the Office of
International Programs. The resolution
for debate was “Resolved: Arab Spring
demonstrates that American youth have
much to learn from the youth of the Middle East and North Africa,” according to
the MDS website.
Paul Mabrey, the assistant director of
the team, said the organization applied to
be part of the International Week festivities at JMU.
“The public debate is an excellent
way to celebrate the International Week
theme,” Mabrey said, “because it increases awareness about the events happening
there under the label Arab Spring and
makes the Arab Spring relevant to JMU
students because of the link between
social media and youth.”
The Arab Spring refers to a series of
ongoing protests and demonstrations in
the Arab world.
Mabrey hopes the debate will highlight the power of social media.

Each school had two students speaking
in the debate, except for JMU, which had
four.
Two of the four students from JMU represented the side arguing that American
youth have something to learn from the
Arab youth’s use of social media. Debate
pairs from Pitt and LU also took this side.
The two students from UMW, SJU and
the students from JMU countered that
American youth do not have anything to
learn from the Arab youth.
The debate opened with a speech by
freshman Simon Brown from Pitt, asking, “Is Facebook the same program in
America as it is in the rest of the world?”
This question was central to one of the
main points made by the affirmative side:
that American youth use social media
programs such as Facebook and Twitter
for frivolous social activities and ignore
its potential for organization and political change.
JMU junior Allison Bailey, an international affairs and political science major
said the “importance of social media in
the Arab Spring has been over-hyped
and over-applauded,” citing the statistic
of the small portion of Iranians with Twitter accounts.
Sophomore history major Phil
Evans from JMU, also on the negative side, thought the resolution
of the debate was misguided.
>> Read the full story online at
breezejmu.org.
Contact Zak Mehan at
mehanz@dukes.jmu.edu.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

Students, businesses experiment with biodiesel
By Joshua Hahn
contributing writer

Students in a variety of majors are
using their skills to research biodiesel
to help farmers and small businesses
in the Harrisonburg community.
Biodiesel has already been used
by local gas station Liberty, located
on Port Republic Road. Liberty sells
a blend of fuel called B5. This blend
contains 5 percent biodiesel and
95 percent diesel.
Holtzman Oil supplies gas to Liberty and was one of the first suppliers
to offer biodiesel in this area, according to Rick Koontz, vice president of
Holtzman Oil.
Koontz said both truck and car
drivers buy the B5 blend.
However, the students involved in
researching biodiesel, including integrated science and technology majors
Jeffrey Wiggins, Scott Teigeler and
Bernard Newman, see other uses for
the fuel.
Teigeler, a senior, said their work
is focused on increasing the efficiency of small-scale biodiesel reactors,
which produce the fuel.
The students are researching the
transesterification process, which
reduces the thickness of an oil, creating freer-flowing biodiesel. They hope
to something to make these biodiesel
reactors more efficient.
Research is promisi n g , a c c o r d i n g t o Te i g e l e r.
“It would enable more small to midsize biodiesel processers, which
would allow farmers in the Shenandoah Valley to make their own fuel
and have another way to support
their farms,” said Wiggins, a senior.

LAURA WEEKS / the breeze

The Liberty gas station on Port Republic Road s carries soy biodiesel gas to
fuel trucks and cars. This blend is 5 percent biodiesel and 5 percent diesel.

Students also use a gas chromatograph to test biodiesel. Teigeler said
the GC is used to separate substances
in a mixture.
The GC, located in the environment lab in the college of integrated
science and technology building, may
also be used to test whether homemade biodiesel, which Harrisonburg
residents create themselves, is safe to
use in vehicles, according to professor Chris Bachmann, director of the
Alternative Fuel Vehicle Lab.
Any untested biodiesel has the
potential to damage your car or tractor, Bachmann explained.

“We want James Madison to be
viewed as a good neighbor,” Bachmann said. “Testing forms of fuels
is something we can do with our
specialized expertise to help the community and local business.”
Allowing locals to test their homebrewed fuel has benefits for both
parties, according to Teigeler.
“The locals who are processing
their own fuel will be able to test it and
see what quality fuel they are producing, and at the same time, it provides
us with more data to compare to our
efforts,” Teigeler said. “This will allow
us to give back to our community

while obtaining the data necessary
for our project.”
Wiggins hopes to expand the work
outside JMU, while business majors
are working to develop a business
model to market the biodiesel.
The research is funded by donations from the Valley 25x’25, a
program based in the Shenandoah
Valley.The program has goal of getting 25 percent of the energy use in
the valley to be renewable before
the year 2025 and provides internships to JMU students, according to
Bachmann.
Harrisonburg exports half of its
soybean crop to Chesapeake to be
used because it’s too fatty to feed
to animals, Bachmann said. These
beans could potentially be used to
create biodiesel.
“We need options,” Bachmann
said. “And biodiesel is one of those
options.”
It would be economically impossible to bring in equipment to the
Valley to process these soybeans, so
money is lost since they must also
import feed.
Bachmann said biodiesel is also
something third-world countries
could produce themselves to become
energy independent.
“If you can make crops, you can
make fuel,” Bachmann said.
Bachmann said that in about 10
years, the United States will have
exhausted its supply of domestic oil. He believes that biodiesel,
as an alternative energy, will have
an important role very soon.
Contact Joshua Hahn at
hahnja@dukes.jmu.edu.
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team | Increased funding to pay for more
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bring on arguments, which determine the
rankings assigned to them by ADA and
CEDA. If a team qualifies they can participate in the National Debate Tournament,
the championship of debate which will
be held June 10-15 in 2012.
Competition at the national level is
strong. JMU competes on level against
teams from Harvard, Yale and Princeton
universities.
“We probably have the least amount
of coaches for a team,” Davis said. “The
average ratio is one coach per five students. We are one coach per 15 students.”
Davis said the JMU budget is smaller
in comparison to big schools and the
students at those schools have been
debating for 10 years.
Bosley said in the past the team has
worn T-shirts to elimination rounds with
the words “game on” written on the back
because they considered themselves
“underdogs.”
“We’re slowly losing the ability to call
ourselves that,” Bosley said.
Last year, Waugh participated in the

“We were underclassmen,
so it was pretty impressive
for us to make it to
the [National Debate
Tournament] because
people there were
seniors who had been
debating for 10 years.”
Mark Waugh

Madison Policy-Debate
Team president

National Debate Tournament along with
junior Oliver Brass, a communications
studies major.
Both Waugh and Brass were first-time
debaters when they started at JMU.
“Since JMU has one of the smaller
debate programs in the country, it was
pretty amazing that we got in,” Waugh
said. “We were underclassmen, so it was
pretty impressive for us to make it to the

NDT because people there were seniors
who had been debating for 10 years.”
Both were first-time debaters when
they started at JMU.
This year, the provost gave the debate
team an increased budget, which Davis
hopes to use to travel to more competitions and possibly hire another coach.
“I think more coaches would be better,”
Davis said. “More coaches would allow
for us to have more individualized attention, which really keeps me engaged.
I would like to be more involved in the
community, and if we had more coaches,
I would have more time to do that.”
Bosley said the ranking reflects the
work that has been put into the team, but
there’s pressure to stay on top.
“Now that we’ve made it to the top 10,
and with a significant number of debaters graduating next year, the challenge
is to keep the momentum going strong,”
Bosley said
The debate will host the JMU
Debate Invitational Oct. 7–9 on topic .
Contact Sean Byrne at
byrnesr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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include private applied
lessons with a jazz studies faculty member, such as jazz piano
techniques, jazz theory, small
ensemble and large ensemble
jazz arranging.
John Lloyd, a junior music
education and jazz studies
minor, is excited to declare the
new major.
“I love jazz,” Lloyd said. “It is
my favorite style of music and I
love playing and listening to it.
I’ve been playing it since I started trombone in middle school,
and now, it’s what I’m best at.”
Rachel Smith, a sophomore
music education major, is interested in declaring the major for
education purposes.
“The more I know about jazz,
the better I will be able to teach
it to my students,” Smith said.
“It also doesn’t hurt that playing

jazz is extremely fun.”
On Wednesday, the JMU Jazz
Ensemble is performing the
music of John Hollenbeck, leader of the Claudia Quintet from
New York City. Hollenbeck will
play drums with world-class
vocalist Theo Bleckmann of
Germany.
The JMU Jazz Band and Jazz
Ensemble will perform a concert of holiday big-band music,
including the entire Duke Ellington/Billy Strayhorn version of
Pyotr Tchaikovsky’s “Nutcracker Suite,” on Dec. 1.
On Feb. 16, both bands will
perform a concert devoted
entirely to the music of the British rock band Radiohead, and on
April 9, the JMU Jazz Ensemble
will perform with the worldfamous vocalist Bobby McFerrin.
Contact Anne Elsea at
elseaav@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Women are from JMU
(men are too)
A column exploring the male and
female perspectives on issues
JMU students face
This week: Passing gas
RACHEL DOZIER

CHRIS JUSTIS | guest columnist

Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell prejudice
Discriminatory legislation limits soldiers’ freedom, candidates shouldn’t reinstate it

During the Republican
Presidential debate last week,
a video question came in for
the candidates from a gay soldier. He asked the panel that
if one of them were to become
president, would they circumvent the progress of gay rights
in the military by reinstating
“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”
He was openly booed by the
audience.
Rick Santorum told him
the policy would be put back
into action if he were elected.
Santorum justified his stance,
saying that sexual orientation
should not be an issue in the
military but he wouldn’t throw
them out of the miliatary if
they were already in because
that would be unfair.
Let’s backtrack to a bit of
history on what DADT actually is. It essentially stemmed
from former presidents Harry
Truman and Ronald Reagan’s
laws prohibiting gays to join
the military.
Later, former President Bill

Clinton tried to lift the ban,
but ended up having to compromise with supporters of the
legislation.

It’s hard to believe
Americans would jeer
a soldier, regardless of
sexual orientation. It
is downright uncalled
for and disrespectful.
The compromise created
the DADT legislation we know
today: you weren’t questioned
on your sexual orientation, but
if you chose to say you were
gay or bisexual, you would be
barred from service.
This was upheld in federal
court several times over the
years until President Barack
Obama fully repealed it.
The debate last week contained several disturbing
remarks about DADT. It’s

PATS

DARTS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “you-know-how-Iknow-you’re-afreshman?” dart to
everyone complaining
about the new Facebook
changes as if they’re bound
to it by a contract.
From a junior who knows
there are bigger things
to worry about than the
changes of a free website I’m
in no way obliged to use.
A “no-wonder-food-isso-expensive” dart to the
guy who grabbed Market
One lunch and slipped out
the entrance without paying.
From a girl who paid full
price for lunch and doesn’t
want to pay for yours, too.
A “rose-by-any-othername” pat to the rose
gardens behind Wilson Hall
for reminding me to stop
and smell the roses once in
a while.
From an increasingly
stressed-out girl who needed
that little break.
A “thanks-for-the-bag”
pat to whoever slapped a
plastic one on my bike at
ISAT.
From a student who really
didn’t need a wet backside.

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

A “nice-going” dart to
myself for being too pushy
with a boy who finally took
notice after a year-long
crush.
From a girl who should
know romance isn’t dead
and hopes that she didn’t
scare you off with her
enthusiasm.
A “take-it-easy” dart to
all the loud typers out there.
From your keyboards.
A “the-grass-is-alwaysgreener-on-our-sideof-the-fence” pat to the
JMU groundskeeping staff
for tirelessly working to
keep our campus looking
flawless.
From a summer
groundskeeper who wanted
to let you know that your
hard work doesn’t go
unnoticed.
An “I-would-have-satnext-to-you” dart to the
boy on the bus saving the
seat for his book bag while
the bus was standing-room
only.
From the girl who doesn’t
appreciate having to stand
while your books get firstclass seating.

hard to believe Americans
would jeer a soldier, regardless of sexual orientation. It
is downright uncalled for and
disrespectful.
They sacrifice their lives
daily to fight for freedom.
This is exactly what people
are condemning with DADT
— the freedom to be who you
are, practice any religion and
freely marry.
Freedom has no exception
clauses; you can’t simultaneously advocate freedom and
oppression of homosexuals.
Santorum’s argument that
he would reinstate DADT
while not dispelling the soldiers who already “came
out” is also regressive and
hypocritical.
The very fact that the policy
would be in place would make
it impossible for the openly
gay soldiers to serve. I find
it terribly ironic that Santorum, and many conservatives,
argue for smaller government
— except when it’s convenient

A “you-made-me-losemy-appetite” dart to the
boy in Festival who thought
it was acceptable to put his
bare feet on the table.
From a girl who loves
being barefoot but even she
thinks that crosses the germ
line.
A “your-mama-doesn’tlive-here” dart to all the
JMU students who think it’s
OK to leave their trash lying
all over the library and to
forget to turn the lights off
in their study spaces.
From an employee who
appreciates how friendly
they are but wishes they
would show a little more
consideration.
A “I-believe-you-werebrainwashed” dart to my
Republican coworker who
doesn’t believe slavery
existed in this country.
From your AfricanAmerican coworker who
took offense to such an
ignorant statement.
A “hey-rememberus?” dart to the JMU
Homecoming Committee for
hiring the loudest possible
DJ and placing him on the
Quad on Wednesday night.
From the hundreds of
Dukes who are still in school
and occupying the dorms,
library and classes who
appreciate your spirit and
would love to be out there
dougie-ing with you, but are
too busy with work.

for their preferences, such as
stepping in to bar gays from
the military.
Politicians need to put
their religious and social
beliefs aside when it comes
to determining what’s best
for the country. No one is telling them they have to agree
with homosexuality. Just like
though you may not agree
with some religions in the
country, no one should try to
restrict them.
What if we said a certain
religion couldn’t openly serve
in the military? What about a
certain race? That would be
a direct violation of the Constitution — so why is it OK to
restrict Americans based on
sexuality?
This debate needs to come
to an end with the morally
right conclusion: Let people
practice individual freedom.
Chris Justis is a junior justice
studies major. Contact Chris
at justisjc@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “you-saved-me” pat to
the maintenance worker who
unlocked a drink machine
and handed me a free orange
juice when my JACard
wouldn’t work.
From a sophomore girl
who wouldn’t have aced her
macroeconomic quiz without
that boost of Vitamin C.
A “you-guys-areawesome” pat to the
Marching Royal Dukes.
From someone who thinks
listening to you guys practice
is one of the best parts of
her day and that everybody
should have that much school
spirit.
A “neither-rain-nor-sleetnor-snow” pat to all the
Dukes who stayed to watch
the entire Homecoming
game.
From a fellow Duke who
thinks you guys are the best.
A “never-give-up” pat
to myself for persistently
submitting Darts & Pats that
don’t get published.
From a senior who wants
nothing more than to cross
this one off her JMU bucket
list.
A “best-year-of-mylife” pat to the courageous
young lady who, for whatever
reason, has put up with me
for this long.
From the luckiest guy on
campus who wants to wish
you a happy anniversary.
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through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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One of the
best-kept
secrets about
the female
population
is that we do,
in fact, expel
gaseous substances at
times. Guys
may not want
to believe it,
and many girls will do anything possible to keep the
myth going, but it’s true.
Some girls will date guys
for years without so much as
a peep coming out of their
hindquarters, while others
want to decide early in the
relationship whether the guy
can be in it for the long haul.
If a man can’t accept the
cold, hard facts (or the hot,
airy truth) that gas is a part of
every girl’s life, then he definitely can’t be there for the
rough nights after too many
enchiladas.
There’s also that point in
every girl’s friendship where
she decides how deep the
friendship will go. For example, can you only talk about
classes and homework? Or
perhaps relationships and
insecurities? Or the final step
— farting?
Can you let one rip freely when you’re alone with a
group of girls? I was always
under the impression that the
last one was completely unacceptable; an embarrassing trait
that would result in complete
humiliation and torment.
Then I came to college.
Never having siblings of my
own, I was amazed at how
comfortable so many girls
actually are when it comes to
the embarrassing sounds. I
watched in awe as certain girls
patted each other on the back
or expressed their congratulations at a particularly “vocal”
gaseous explosion.
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These sounds
and actions,
which I thought
to be reserved
for a dark, empty
bathroom only on
Wednesdays, were
suddenly in public
for all to appreciate and admire.
And while this
isn’t true for all
girls, it is, unfortunately for
the girls I live with.
Come into our house on
any given night (when we
don’t have company), and
you might find a bottle of
Febreze sitting on the table
in anticipation of the horrors to come. It’s taken me
more than two years of living with these girls to get
comfortable with it. A little
too comfortable.
One shameful night about
a year ago, I was sitting on
the couch with my boyfriend
of two years at the time.
While watching a movie, I
all-too-comfortably released
flatulence.
This had never happened
before. I sat there for one
fear-gripping moment, covered in a cold sweat. This
could be the end. I turned
around to look at my boyfriend. Maybe he didn’t hear
it? Oh, no, he definitely heard
it. How could he have missed
THAT? It’s over.
Relief spread over my body
as I felt the couch shake with
his laughter. He continued to
laugh for the next five minutes
straight, just pointing at me
and bursting out with a fresh
set of laughs.
That’s when I really knew
we were in this for the long
haul. One fart sealed the deal.
Rachel Dozier is a senior
media arts & design
major. Contact Rachel at
breezepress@gmail.com.

MATT SUTHERLAND
I would like
to begin by saying this column
was not thought
up by me, nor
Rachel. So ladies
(and gentlemen, I guess), I
apologize for my
crudeness up
front. However,
it ’s incredibly
likely you won’t believe me.
It’s as the prophets before
us said: “Whoever denied it,
‘twas thou who supplied it.”
Gentlemen, I would like
for you to pause at this
moment. Stop where you
are, whether at Carrier or
East Campus libraries or
even at a park bench in the
middle of campus.
Watch all the women
walk by with coffee cups
in their hands. If you drink
this blackish, caffeinated
substance, then you already
know. Do you really think,
in the bowels of your soul,
that at least one of these
beautiful JMU women are
not passing gas, even as you
read this?
The answer is that they
are. And if you can’t get over
it, then you’re a sissy.
In truth, I don’t like it
when other people decide
to dust the cropfield. I certainly think it’s funny that
air makes noise and passes
out of the human posterior.
But like most people, I don’t
really mind when I (heaven
forbid) have to break wind.
For example, how many
times have you been in class,
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or with your girlfriend or talking
to President
Linwood Rose
when you needed to blow your
smokestack?
Like most everyo n e e l s e, t h e
dis comfor t of
suffocating your
body’s factory
workers is worse than just
letting the whistle blow. But
pray to God that it’s a dog
whistle.
And then there’s the
stench. I’ve heard everyone
say this line: “I don’t mind if
it’s my own cookin.’ ” That’s
utter crap. To add on to Baz
Luhrmann’s “Everybody’s
Free (to Wear Sunscreen),”
things that smell will empirically smell, regardless of who
tunes the instrument.
I don’t believe you can
cover up the smell, either.
Sure, you can spray Febreze,
but if you really dropped a
dank F-bomb, then it just
smells like Febreze and a**.
S o, w i t h a l l o p t i o n s
exhausted, my advice is to
just let it fly, lest you risk
extreme discomfort. The
social contract will hopefully kick in, and no one will say
anything.
And, if they do, just smile
and apologize politely;
they’re probably doing the
exact same thing.
Matt Sutherland is a
senior media arts & design
major. Contact Matt at
breezecopy@gmail.com.
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RACHEL GRIBLING | guest columnist

Perry’s momentum proves you can’t mess with Texas
Despite ‘star power’ of Mitt Romney, Rick Perry overshadows with strength in polls

It looks like there’s a new
sheriff in town who’s sure stirring things up in Washington,
D.C.
Or at least that’s what supporters of Texas Gov. Rick
Perry are saying.
While Perry’s critics try
effortlessly to compare him to
the “infamous” George Bush
(their words, not mine), this
Texas governor won’t let anyone get him down.
Perry is certainly holding
his own by taking the lead in
the race for the Republican
Party’s  presidential nomination. Perry is the choice of
 percent of voters, followed
by former Massachusetts
Governor Mitt Romney at 
percent, according to the latest Gallup Poll.
Texas Rep. Ron Paul took
third place at  percent,
while Minnesota Rep. Michele
Bachmann was in fourth place
at  percent.

With the exception of Sarah
Palin in the poll, Perry held a
-point lead over Romney.
However, GOP voters — and
the rest of the American public, for that matter — still
wonder if Perry will earn
enough support to rival that
of President Barack Obama.
In a head-to-head contest against the president,
Obama leads Perry by  to
 percent. In fact, it was
Romney who had the best
performance with a slim
- disadvantage.
Although pollsters argue
that Perry had a difficult
week, considering his subpar
performances in the last two
GOP debates, many still argue
that Perry will ultimately finish the race ahead of the other
candidates.
One question still remains,
however: Does Perry have
e n o u g h s t a m i na t o f i n ish strong? News of last

As for Perry, his
entry in the race
and substantial lead
in the Republican
voter preference
has “rocked the
boat,” suggesting
that this could be
a drag-out battle
for the nomination
before it’s all over.
Thursday’s debate in Orlando
showing Perry’s loss to Cain in
Saturday’s straw poll indicates
that Perry may have his hands
full in the future months to
come.
But while our eyes are on
the prize and before we place
our bets, it may be wise to

consider what Perry has going
for him. I think it’s safe to say
that Perry’s greatest threat
may rest with Romney and
his supporters.
While some political analysts argue that Romney
possesses more “star power”
than Perry, it’s important to
take into account Perry’s religious affiliation.
While most Republicans
would like to think of themselves as unbiased toward the
candidate’s religious beliefs,
the fact of the matter is that
Perry can garner the support
from evangelical Christians
(Romney may not be able to
say this after all), who make up
a large portion of GOP voters.
Romney has encountered
two levels of resistance from
evangelicals: doubts that he is
truly committed to conservative positions on social issues
like abortion and theological tension over his Mormon

religion.
As for Perry, his entry in
the race and substantial lead
in the Republican voter preference has “rocked the boat,”
suggesting that this could be a
drag-out battle for the nomination before it’s all over.
Perry’s lead over Romney
also suggests that Romney
may not be able to run a GOP
front-runner’s campaign.
Instead of framing his race
as if it’s a close one between
himself and Obama, Romney will have to focus his
campaign on persuading the
Republican voters that he is
more electable than Perry.
If you’re on Team Perry,
you may be excited about how
well your candidate is doing
across the polls.
And, unfortunately for
Romney, Perry is just four
behind Romney with liberal
to moderate voters, which is
pretty remarkable.

Where I could see things
going south for Perry would
be if Romney could draw significant support from Paul
supporters as the contest
heads into the primaries.
Perhaps Republican voters
would focus more on choosing the most likely candidate
that could go up against an
incumbent president.
Like the Gallup poll, an
earlier Rasmussen poll also
indicated that Perry has a
double-digit lead over Romney. If Perry continues to
solidify the support from
Republicans and GOP-leaning independents, he may just
win that nomination.
Whatever the outcome may
be, one thing still holds true.
You don’t mess with Texas.
Rachel Gribling is a
senior political science
major. Contact Rachel at
griblirl@dukes.jmu.edu.

Inflation deters motivation for good grades
An A is no longer a mark of high excellence in high school, college, thanks to inflation
You saw that magical “A”
appear all too frequently in
high school. Whether it be
on tests, projects, presentations or other miscellaneous
school activities, we became
all too familiar with the power
of an A.
Taking a trip down memory
lane, think about the grades
your friends received in high
school. In some parts of Northern Virginia, grade point
averages were inflated to such
a high extent, some students
came out with .s or higher.
What’s unusual about that
circumstance was that it wasn’t
too surprising. Our expectations were so exaggerated, that
the real accomplishment for
some students soared above
.. It seemed even a . was
average.
At JMU, with the overall
weight each test carries, grades
can be vital to each student.

With an A becoming
easier to receive,
where does the
motivation to work
even come from?
Grade inflation
presents a crop
of exaggerated
expectations from
a person. With an
emphasis on higher
grades, the oncecoveted A may seem
less important.
Instead of the grades parted
between participation, group
presentations, homework and

quizzes, everything mostly
rides upon a few scattered
tests.
Here at college, no longer
can we embellish our grade
with it being “weighted” — or
so I thought.
Colleges are now following
suit and enacting possibilities
for grade inflation themselves,
even at JMU. Some professors
think it would in turn reflect a
higher number of As and Bs
in college.
An A shouldn’t come by any
stretch as unachievable. There
were students in high school
that could coast through and
still receive A’s.
Shouldn’t college finally whip these sorts of
students into academic shape?
Shouldn’t college be a chance
to tighten up the study and
work habits?
With an A becoming easier to receive, where does the

motivation to work even come
from?
Grade inflation presents a
crop of exaggerated expectations from a person. With an
emphasis on higher grades,
the once-coveted A may seem
less important.
There is a greater degree of
merit when grades may not
look as high or pretty, but the
degree of dedication and hard
work carries a far greater value.
The bottom line is inflation
creates confusion. Next time
you receive an A, are you going
to be proud or indifferent?
When you ace the next test
or final, how much weight
does that A truly carry? After
all, A’s seem to come by the
plenty these days.
Sandy Jolles is a freshman
media arts & design
major. Contact Sandy at
jollessn@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Soccer (2-0)

Dukes’ shutout marks 6 home wins

Becky Sullivan / contributing photographer

Redshirt sophomore midfielder Adam Bastidas battles the ball from a Northeastern University defender. Bastidas had one shot on goal against the Huskies.
By Kyle Kearns
contributing writer

Saturday night marked the
fourth-straight shutout for
the JMU men’s soccer team,
as they defeated the Northeastern University Huskies
2-0.
The Dukes were coming
off a big win three days prior,
against the No. 25 West Virginia Mountaineers.
The Huskies couldn’t use
their potent offense effectively against the Dukes,
despite out shooting the
Dukes 13-11.
Although the Dukes may
have a clean record at home
(6-0), their field was far from

that after Saturday’s game.
With consistently heavy rain,
the Dukes had to play smart,
decisive soccer, especially on
the defensive end of the field.
Head coach Tom Martin said playing a game on a
wet field, especially against a
speedy and aggressive team
such as Northeastern, made
things difficult.
“Northeastern is a very
good team, but you have to
play with the elements, and
your game changes a little
bit,” Martin said. “The way
Northeastern plays, they
pressure you to death, they
play ungodly direct, and
that is a great style for them,
and it is a great style for this

weather.”
Junior defender Dale Robins-Bailey said the weather
reinforced the focus of the
team.
“You just gotta get really
tight, and you can’t let anything behind you,” Bailey
said. “The way we kept it up
is with a lot of organization.
I think everyone is starting to
get organized and everyone
knows the game really well.”
Despite relentless pressure by Northeastern and
sloppy play of the field, the
Dukes scored the first goal
of the game fairly early into
the match. Junior forward
Paul Wyatt placed a left-footed shot to the far post after

capitalizing on a Northeastern error, deep in Huskies
territory.
The goal came 9:33 into
the game and would be the
only goal until late in the second half (75:41) when senior
forward Patrick Innes took a
one-timed shot off redshirt
freshman midfielder Jamal
Umar’s header.
The rest of the game was a
defensive battle, and Martin
was pleased with the team’s
excellent communication
and teamwork.
“All credit to them, ya
know ,” Martin said. “Our
guys have been getting stronger as a group. [Winning
these games] depends on the

hard work and communication between the back line.”
Although he did not see
much action throughout
the game, senior goalkeeper Justin Epperson had a lot
of praise for his defenders’
compensation for the unfortunate weather.
“We had to adapt to the
weather and our surroundings, and we did well clearing
the ball,” Epperson said.
“Our back line has played
really well the last couple of
games.”
In his last four games,
Epperson has not allowed
any goals. But the Dukes
see soccer, page B2

volleyball (3-0)

Volleyball defeats GMU to improve
3-0 in CAA before facing Delaware
By Scott Nickley
contributing writer

Multiple double-digit kills and
digs from players allowed the JMU
volleyball team to serve the George
Mason University Patriots a Colonial
Athletic Association loss.
The JMU volleyball team kicked
off Homecoming weekend with a 3-0
rout against the George Mason University Patriots. The victory against
this longtime rival moves the Dukes
to the top of the CAA with a 3-0
record in the conference.
“It’s nice to know we’re No. 1 in
the conference, but we definitely
can’t get comfortable,” said junior
outside hitter Danielle Erb. “We have
to act like we’re at the bottom and
just keep fighting.”

“It’s nice to know we’re No.
1 in the conference, but
we definitely can’t get
comfortable. We have to
act like we’re at the bottom
and just keep fighting.”
Danielle Erb

junior outside hitter

Senior outside hitter Holly Wall
led the Dukes on the attack with 11
kills, an assist and a service ace, posting a hitting percentage of .474 on the
match. She supplemented her offensive play with eight digs.
“It was just awesome to be able to
put on a show for everyone who came
back Homecoming Weekend to see
what JMU is doing now,” Wall said.
“It’s awesome to see all the support.”
Erb and redshirt junior outside hitter Natalie Abel, sophomore middle
blocker Kelly Maguire and redshirt
freshman Kristi Richardson aided
Wall, accounting for most of the
team’s points. Richardson, who was

voted CAA Rookie of the Week last
Monday, posted a hitting percentage
of .400 along with 16 assists.
The largest defensive support
came from Erb, who crushed Mason’s
attacking game with 13 digs. She also
posted nine kills and a .250 hitting
percentage.
“Our energy was definitely up there;
that’s something we’ve definitely been
working on, is the energy and coming
out with passion,” Erb said. “It’ll show
when you play that you’re really having fun and enjoying yourself. The rest
will fall into place.”
JMU was able to propel forward
after Mason ran into communication
errors. During the three sets, Mason
totaled 17 attack errors and nine service errors. Mason set themselves
further behind with three double hits.
The Patriots committed more errors
than the Dukes, with 17-14 errors
respectively.
“It’s a game of momentum,” Abel
said. “Errors are just a big momentum
killer. If they are making a lot of errors,
it’s OK for us to get a little more aggressive and make a couple. We’ve done a
really good job of keeping low errors.”
Assistant coach Casey Steinbrecher
expected Mason to perform better, but
was not surprised by the win.
“We were definitely expecting a
tough team,” Steinbrecher said. Beating Mason in three is huge for the
girls.”
Next weekend, the Dukes head
north for two conference matches. On
Friday, JMU will take on the University of Delaware. The Blue Hens sit in
the middle of the CAA table with a 1-1
record in the conference. The Dukes
will then take on Towson University
in Maryland. Towson stands second
in the CAA with a 2-0 record.
“We have to be flawless,” Steinbrecher said.
Erb anticipates two challenging
games from the teams.
“We definitely can’t underestimate
either team,” Erb said. “I know Towson has gotten a lot better over this
past year. Delaware has always been

games
this week
men’s GOLF

Wolfpack Intercollegiate

n JMU @Raleigh

Monday and Tuesday, all day
men’s SOCCER

n University of North Carolina-

Wilmington @JMU
Wednesday, 7 p.m.

Women’s lacrosse

n University of Virginia @JMU

Wednesday, 7 p.m.
men’s tennis

Hampton Roads Fall Invitational

n JMU @Newport News

Friday-Sunday, all day
Field Hockey

n Virginia Commonwealth

paul jones / the breeze

Freshman outside hitter Lizzy Briones volleys the ball over the net. Briones had

a strong team. We have to go in there
with a lot of focus and determination.”’
Steinbrecher recognizes that facing two competitive teams will
require additional focus in practice.
The coaches plan to focus on making
sure the players know each team’s
strengths and to work on controlling
the games with their passing.
“We’re going to spend a lot of time
watching film and figuring out the key

points,” Steinbrecher said.
Despite the tough matches
approaching, the Dukes are confident that if they continue playing their
game, they will come home with a pair
of victories.
Abel told fans what
t h e y c o u l d e x p e c t : “ W i n s.”
Contact Scott Nickley at
nicklesf@dukes.jmu.edu.

Want to see your name on this page? Be a sports writer!
Email breezesports@gmail.com.

University @JMU
Friday, 7 p.m.
n JMU @Duke
Sunday, 1 p.m.
Volleyball

n JMU @Delaware

Friday, 7 p.m.

n JMU @Towson

Saturday, 3:30 p.m.
football

n University of Delaware @JMU

Sunday, 2 p.m.

Women’s soccer

n University of North Carolina-

Wilmington @JMU
Sunday, 1 p.m.
n Georgia State @JMU
Friday, 7 p.m.
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DUKES | Block UR’s offensive drive

from front

(-, - CAA), holding them to
 total yards.
UR “struggled with our quickness up front, with our speed of
our defensive line, and I think
we’re very athletic on our defensive line,” Matthews said.
The Dukes had seven sacks on
the day and were led by freshman
defensive end Sage Harold. Harold
had . sacks and four tackles and
also forced two fumbles.
“I thought our defensive pressure was the biggest key in the
game,” Matthews said. “We finished on defense, and we really
hadn’t been doing that, and I
thought that was huge.”
JMU stopped the run game as
it has done all season, holding the
Spiders to negative- yards. The
Dukes also negated the passing
game with one of the nation’s best
wide receivers in Tre Gray, threatening to have a breakout play at
any time.
“Tre Gray is such a great player,” Matthews said. “We doubled
him a lot. We actually put a man

on him and put a zone across the
field so wherever he went, there
was another defender. We thought
it worked out pretty good.”
The Dukes held Gray to four
receptions and  yards. The only
points Richmond scored came off
a blocked punt. Richmond started
at the JMU three-yard line and it
still took them three tries to get
into the end zone, putting the Spiders up - before most of the fans
had filed into the stadium.
“The only thing I can really
speak for is the D-Line,” redshirt
senior defensive end D.J. Bryant
said. “We picked it up. It was a big
question mark. You know we can
get pressure on the quarterback,
and we showed that at William &
Mary, and then we came out and
did the same thing against a great
O-Line.”
The game’s biggest story coming into Saturday was redshirt
freshman Jace Edwards starting at
quarterback because of Thorpe’s
suspension. While he only had 
yards in the game, he managed the
pressure of the situation well, and
was calm in the pocket.

ARE YOU A
SPORTS FANATIC?

Write for us!
EMAIL

breezesports@gmail.com.

“Jace is not an experienced guy,
but he came out of a great program in Texas,” Matthews said.
“He wasn’t nervous all week, he
practiced very well, and it didn’t
surprise our players, our kids, that
he played pretty daggum good.”
The key offensive playmakers
are not set in stone for the Dukes.
Matthews has never been afraid
to go with the hot hand, and with
injuries and suspensions, the
offense seems to be constantly
evolving. The Dukes have to win
about seven games to qualify for
the Football Championship Subdivision playoffs, and being first in
the Colonial Athletic Association
going into week six is a good start
for JMU.
The Dukes will try to add to
their four-game winning streak
on Saturday against the University of Maine Bears in Bridgeforth
Stadium. The Bears are coming
off a - win over No. -ranked
University of Delaware, second
only to the Dukes in the CAA.
CONTACT David Barton at
breezesports@gmail.com.

breezejmu.org SPORTS

SOCCER | ‘Can beat anyone’
from page B1

look forward to the rest of the season.
“I think a lot of it is momentum
and growing confidence,” Bailey said.
“So we just gotta keep that going now
because we know can beat anyone.”
Epperson also recognizes that
positive outcomes of games improve
morale.
This run is “great. We have great
momentum going through this home
stretch,” Epperson said. “One more
against Wilmington, and then we’re
hitting the road.”
The Dukes will face the University of North Carolina-Wilmington at
home on Wednesday and the University of Delaware away on Sunday.
The Dukes look to continue their win
streak against UNCW, a team that
has yet to find success in the CAA.
But Delaware will give the Dukes
some pressure due to similar playing styles and identical records.
BECKY SULLIVAN / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Redshirt freshman defender Daniel Simpson
tackles Northeastern player Laurence Braude.

CONTACT Kyle Kearns at
kearnskm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Dead man, lively show in ‘lucky stiff’
’50/50’ a good bet for audiences
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one man, ‘one shirt’
Senior starts business to
support military veterans
By Gabrielle Esparraguera
contributing writer

Paul Jones / the breeze

Senior business major David Rao, who created One Shirt, said he’s “not only developing a business,” but
“getting our generation to be more educated on the veterans’ sacrifices.”

David Rao wears his support for the
nation’s military and veterans on his sleeve,
literally.
Rao has created a simple way to show
support for the United States military while
donating money to organizations that provide assistance to military veterans through
his business, One Shirt.
The senior marketing major got together
“1 million people who actually support our
veterans” on Facebook to donate money to
veterans through the sale of T-shirts.
“I feel like what I’m doing is not only
developing a business and making money,”
Rao said, “but getting our generation to be
more educated on the veterans’ sacrifices.”
In February 2011, he launched OneShirt.
net. Since then, shirts have been sold in all
50 states and five countries. Rao currently sells his shirts from his apartment in
Harrisonburg.
The shirts are 100 percent American-made with proceeds going toward
nonprofit charities, including Veterans’
Hope, the Armed Forces Foundation, Project Healing Waters, Cell Phones for Soldiers
and the Virginia Wounded Warrior Program.
Rick Ecker, Rao’s girlfriend’s father, is a
Marine Corps veteran and the founder of
the non-profit organization Veterans’ Hope.
Veterans’ Hope works with the Department of Defense, the Department of
Veterans Affairs and each branch of the
military, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
as well as civic organizations.
Veterans’ Hope works with veterans with
post-traumatic stress disorder, mentoring
and providing financial aid through partnering charities, such as One Shirt.
Rao initially focused the idea into making shirts to support the American Legion.
Ecker created the company’s slogan, “One
shirt can change a veteran’s life, two shirts
can change a nation.”
The idea for the One Shirt business developed from his COB 300 class. The COB 300
see Shirt, page B5

Women’s group talks
politics, gender at JMU

TOMS club spurred
on by new book

By Sandy Jolles
contributing writer

By Emily Winters
The Breeze

JMU is one of around 20 colleges
to embrace a new club on campus.
Since its foundation in the spring
of this year, the Network of enlightened Women, or NeW, provides an
opportunity to discuss the social
and political issues that affect
women.
NeW is a forum for women to
discuss issues concerning politics
and gender with a focus on conservative viewpoints. The group
engages in multiple formats, participating in book club meetings
and public debates.
“We are organizing our meetings
in the form of a book club to read
books that affect us as women both
politically and socially,” said Alyssa Richardson, a senior business
major and president of the JMU
chapter of NeW.
The organization reads
novels and articles discussing the differences between
liberal and conservative ideals. The NeW website has a list of
suggested titles for clubs to read.
see NEW, page B5

NeW book club
suggested
reading
“Letters to a Young
Conservative” by Dinesh
D’Souza
“The War Against Boys” by
Christina Hoff Sommers
“The Good Girl Revolution”
by Wendy Shalit
“Domestic Tranquility: A
Brief against Feminism” by
F. Carolyn Graglia
“Power to the People” by
Laura Ingraham

>> For more information
about NeW, visit
enlightenedwomen.org.

For Blake Mycoskie, building a
business is all about giving a little
more.
Prompted by the Sept. 6 release
of TOMS founder Mycoskie’s book,
“Start Something That Matters,” the
TOMS club hosted an event Thursday night in Taylor Down Under.
The room was set up with a craft
table covered with cards for attendees to decorate with thoughts on
what matters, an “inspiration wall”
and a giveaway table with T-shirts,
canvas bags and two books signed
by Mycoskie that could be won by
participating throughout the night
in a raffle.
The book contains six guidelines
for creating a life and business dedicated to giving (for example, tips for
facing initial fears) that Mycoskie
suggests people follow.
Mycoskie combines a look at his
business strategy with an analysis
of lessons from organizations like
Zappos, method and charity: water.
“I love [the book]. It’s pointing out other companies that have
the same message,” said Laura
Siegert, senior interdisciplinary

liberal studies major and secretary
of TOMS club at JMU.
Pop-folk singer Andrew Rohlk
and Casey Cavanaugh’s new band
Big Creek Revival performed at the
event to show their support.
“I think people are so quick to
join things,” Rohlk said. “But starting something that matters is a little
harder.”
While most of the people who
attended the event were members
of TOMS club, other attendees got
a sense of what it stood for.
“I think it’s a great campaign,”
said Matthew Higgins, a junior
anthropology major, who is not in
the club, but attended the event.
“One person can start something
big; just one guy.”
Clare Kelley, a freshman business major, joined because she
likes TOMS shoes. But after attending the club’s first meeting, she saw
it’s about more than just the shoes.
“In the book, he talked about how
he started his own business,” Kelley said. “That relates to my major,
which is cool because I didn’t think
the club would relate to that.”
This semester, members hope to
see TOMS, page B5

An ancient
language
Viktor Ekpuk, a NigerianAmerican, held an art exhibit titled
“Drawing Metaphors” in Sawhill
Gallery from Aug. 22 to Oct. 2. On
Tuesday, he gave a presentation of
his work at his reception.
Ekpuk’s work combines modern
abstract art with “nsibidi,” an
indigenous Nigerian communication
system that conveys ideas through
symbols and drawings. Ekpuk
comes from an indigenous tribe in
Nigeria, Ibibio.
His work has been on display
in the National Museum of African
Art and the World Bank building in
Washington, D.C.

>> To read the full article on Ekpuk’s
presentation, visit breezejmu.org.
Katie Baroody / The Breeze
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Alicia Hesse

Healthier you

Relationship
counseling
Making food your friend
There’s so much emphasis on
what to eat and what not to eat.
Magazines are
filled with lists
of forbidden
foods or
photos of the
ideal dinner
that no one
has the time
to make.
They’ll tell you
the do’s and
don’t’s for your diet — but it’s not
only what you eat, it’s how you eat.
The relationship you have with
food is an important one that’s often
forgotten. I, for one, love eating, so
I try to understand the relationship.
It’s a bonding experience I always
take pleasure in.
Picture this: You’re at a
restaurant, and you order your
favorite dish on the menu. You
wait with hunger pangs, munching
anxiously on breadsticks, the aroma
of food in the air. The waiter teases
you, always bringing meals to the
table a few feet over. Finally, a
steaming plate of deliciousness is
placed in front of you, and before
you even conceptualize what you’re
doing, you’re poking at an empty
plate, trying to recall how you
inhaled something so fast.
This is an example of a careless
relationship. Sure, you might feel
so hungry you lose control, but
don’t let it get to the point that
you’re ravenous. Nutritious snacks
between meals are absolutely
necessary and a simple way to avoid
this.
Part of it could also be that you’re
dehydrated. People often confuse
being thirsty with being hungry. So
drink a glass of water before your
food comes, then enjoy what’s in
front of you.

If your relationship with
food is strained and you
fear every calorie you
ingest, figure out why
you’re starving yourself.
Another abusive relationship we
can have with food is overeating.
This can be due to many factors:
stress, emotions, lack of self-control
or other emotional factors. They
call it “comfort food” for a reason,
but if you’re constantly eating, odds
are you’re feeling worse after the
binges than you did before you hit
the kitchen.
A habit of binging is more
complicated than being really
hungry at a restaurant; there’s
usually a complexity of emotions at
work.
One thing that can repair this
relationship is to try to figure out
why food is a source of relief for
you. Recognize what triggers you
to turn to a takeout menu for some
delivery love. From there, it’s a
matter of breaking the habit so food
is not always your go-to fix.
Comfort food is certainly not all
bad; that’s where the savoring-eachbite method comes into play.
Then there is the neglectful
relationship.
It’s often a making of our culture,
which is hyped about fad diets that
must work since the famishedlooking vixen in a bikini on TV says
so.
This culture makes us think, “Oh,
OK. I get it now. I’m supposed to
look like Jack Skellington. All this
time I thought I was supposed to
look human.”
We have this made-up idea that
we’re supposed to look perfect, then
stop at nothing to get to that weight.
(Note: No one of this mindset has
ever made it to that weight because
what we’re seeing is usually created
in Adobe Photoshop.)
If your relationship with food is
strained and you fear every calorie
you ingest, figure out why you’re
starving yourself. Understand that
our bodies need fuel to function,
so you might as well appreciate the
food you choose to eat.
When you start to be more
conscious of the way you eat, you’ll
be less likely to overstuff yourself,
enjoy your meal and to have fewer
cravings for the good-but-not-goodfor-you foods.
Alicia Hesse is a senior media arts
& design major. Contact Alicia at
hesseam@dukes.jmu.edu.
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MOVIE REVIEW

‘50/50’ surpasses the odds

COURTESY SUMMIT ENTERTAINMENT

Anna Kendrick, Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Seth Rogen all balance humor and drama expertly.
Los Angeles Times

As its title unintentionally
indicates, “/” walks a
very tricky line.
As a comedy about a young
man with cancer, it needs to
be serious enough to be real
as well as light enough to be
funny. Though it falls off the
wagon at times, it maintains
its balance remarkably well.
Several factors contribute
to that success, including
artful direction by Jonathan
Levine and an expertly
assembled cast.
Gordon-Levitt couldn’t
be a better choice to play
protagonist Adam. Known
for roles in films as diverse as
“Inception” and “() Days
of Summer,” the actor can
play sensitive without drifting
into needy,.
When the -year-old
Adam, a nervous type who
works for public radio in
Seattle, finds out that the
mysterious pains in his back
come from a malignant
tumor growing by his spinal
column, he’s understandably
disbelieving. When he’s told

50/50


‘R’ 99 min.
Starring Joseph GordonLevitt, Seth Rogen, Anna
Kendrick

his chances of surviving are
-, he’s aghast, but best
friend and co-worker Kyle
sees things differently.
Kyle is played by Rogen
and, in typical profane Rogen
fashion, his character is
always going to be brasher,
louder and more out of
control than polite society
would like. Yet there is a
guilelessness about Kyle, a
kind of crackpot innocence,
that makes us happy he’s
around.
The actresses playing the
key women in Adam’s life also
hit the right notes.
Met first is Rachael, an
ambitious artist who is
Adam’s girlfriend. Beautifully
portrayed by Howard (Hilly
Holbrook in “The Help”),
Rachael does not seem the
“through sickness and health”
type, but she insists she is,

and even presents Adam
with a canine companion (a
greyhound named Skeletor
who looks like death warmed
over) as a sign that she has his
best interests at heart.
Also on Adam’s team is
Katherine (Kendrick), his
hospital-assigned supportive
care therapist. So newly
minted at the job that Adam is
but her third client, Katherine
wants to do the right thing,
but her inexperience is not
her friend. Kendrick, Oscarnominated for “Up in the
Air,” brings a combination
of precise intelligence and
sweet-natured screwball
wackiness to a part that
benefits from all of her
abilities.
Not everything in “/”
is as successful as its best
moments. But though
its mixing of tones and
intentions sounds cloying on
paper, having all members of
the creative team on the same
page about what they were
after has helped enormously.
“/” may be an unlikely
hybrid, but it grows on you.

TOMS | Club more than shoes
from page B4

have a “one-for-one” canned
food drive at JMU. For every can
donated, members of the club
will spend one minute in a soup
kitchen, mimicking Mycoskie’s
One for One movement.
The One for One movement sends one pair of shoes
to someone in need for every

pair purchased, according to
the TOMS website.
The club has grown from
 to more than  members since last semester. Club
members hope to increase
their community outreach
through volunteering with
organizations like Habitat for
Humanity and Our Community Place. The club also has

social events including a barefoot battle of the bands, where
performers play without shoes;
style your sole, where  people
receive a white pair of TOMS to
decorate however they want to;
and a form of capture the flag
called “capture the TOMS.”
CONTACT Emily Winters at
winterer@dukes.jmu.edu.

SHIRT | Started from COB project
from page B4

business plan project is a
competition among the previous spring, summer and fall
semester COB  classes. The
groups must submit an executive summary with supporting
charts and tables as well as five
years of projected financial
statements.
Rao used this project to
begin One Shirt.
Mark Graham, Rao’s COB
 professor helped him with
the development of the idea for
the T-shirt business, and they
worked out some of the details
together before Rao set out on
his own.
From there, Ecker and Rao
contacted NASCAR artist Sam
Bass to create the first design
for One Shirt. The shirts are
light gray with “ONE SHIRT: For
the greater good” on the front.
The back depicts an American
flag and the silhouette of a soldier and says, “Two shirts can
change a nation.” They are sold
for $..
Shirts sales are aimed toward
veterans, but active military can
purchase the apparel as well.
One Shirt offers businesses

an option to send a bundle
of T-shirts to troops overseas.
On One Shirt’s Facebook page
and official website, there are
many photos of military personnel wearing their One Shirt
T-shirts.

“I am quite sure he
will continue to have
success with the
One Shirt brand.”
Robert McMillen
marketing professor

Rao said as of now, he
doesn’t have a specific business plan.
“I’m just going off of gut
feelings,” he said.
Robert McMillen, one of
Rao’s marketing professors,
meets Rao about once a week
to discuss the business.
“David is why I love to teach
marketing,” McMillen said.
“He encompasses all of the
attributes we seek in a marketing student: hard-working,
driven, creative with a superior entrepreneurial spirt.”

McMillen advises David
and helps him think of ways
to network his product. He
said that Rao is reaching out
to different student organizations and veterans groups and
setting up partnerships. Currently, One Shirt is supported
by Manpower to Horsepower,
Project Healing Waters, Cell
Phones for Soldiers, Little
Patriots Embraced, Snowball
Express, Virginia Wounded
Warrior Program and Guardian Angels for Soldiers’ Pets.
“I am quite sure he will continue to have success with the
One Shirt brand,” McMillen
said.
One Shirt will also partner with JMU’s Madison
Marketing Association to
host a fundraiser on Nov. 
on the Quad to commemorate local veterans. Rao
has also designed a limited edition T-shirt to sell this
Christmas commemorating
firefighters and policemen
who risked their lives on /.
CONTACT Gabrielle
Esparraguera at
esparrgl@dukes.jmu.edu.

NEW | Seeks to be official in 2012
from page B4

“I was inspired to join NeW
because, being a conservative
woman, I felt it was important
to be around other women
my age that believed in the
same things I do,” said Jordan
Reiske, a junior communications major and a founding
member of the chapter.
The group is in the process
of gaining official club recognition and hopes to be by spring
.
“Our vision is to see a network of women on the JMU
campus stand up for their conservative values and for those
women to not feel alone as they
represent modesty and traditional values,” Richardson said.
Since the national organization began at the University
of Virginia in , NeW has
held five national conferences
in Washington, D.C., and has
been featured in TIME Magazine, The Washington Post, The
Washington Times, the Associated Press and Politico.
Karin Agness, president of

NeW, launched this idea after
interning for Senator Richard
Lugar (R-Ind.) Unlike other
jobs Agness had been exposed
to, this one allowed her to work
with a more conservative group
of women.

“Our vision is to see
a network of women
on the JMU campus
stand up for their
conservative values.”
Alyssa
Richardson

JMU NeW president

“I set about to find some
semblance of the environment
I’d just come from,” Agness
said. “Unfortunately, all of the
women’s groups at U.Va were
dedicated to promoting a liberal agenda.”
Agness’ cultivation of a
conservative college environment inspired a snowball of

campuses to follow suit. Colleges with a NeW club range
from Ohio State to the University of Florida, each advocating
for the expansion of women’s
recognition in the job world.
“We want young women to
have access to education on
the conservative movement,
an important element that is
neglected to be displayed on
college campuses today,” Richardson said.
NeW is not exclusively about
women interests, however. Each year, NeW’s national
Gentlemen’s Showcase takes
time to honor college men who
members of NeW view as the
most “gentleman” like.
“I would like to think that,
through our efforts in the coming semesters, we can show
JMU that conservatism isn’t
as bad as CNN and MSNBC
makes it out to be,” Reiske said.
Ne W h o l d s i t s m e e tings every Monday night
in Keezell G at  p.m.
CONTACT Sandy Jolles at
jollessn@dukes.jmu.edu.

(go ahead, take a peek)
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Photos 6 and 7 by Griffin Harrington / Contributing Photographer

Photo 4 by Joseph Han / Contributing Photographer

1. Redshirt sophomore tailback Dae’Quan Scott left the game early in the second quarter after severely injuring his shoulder. 2. Four JMU defensive players tackle Richmond’s offensive
lineman Nick Richter. 3. JMU defensive end D.J. Bryant attempts to recover a fumble from the University of Richmond offense. 4. During Commons Day, new to the Homecoming events
this year, President Linwood Rose and other JMU celebrities, including Officer David Conley, handed out free hot dogs. 5. Redshirt freshman quarterback Jace Edwards had one rushing
touchdown on Saturday in his first college football start. 6. DJ Ty Walker of Club Gilty hosted a surprise dance party after the pep rally, which was on the Quad this year.
7. The Homecoming Committee started a new policy to hand out tickets for the “Purple Out” shirts given away on the commons to avoid distribution issues. 8. Kerby Long caught a
10-yard pass from quarterback Jace Edwards. 9. Redshirt freshman tight end Zack Ozycz (left), redshirt junior offensive guard Earl Watford and freshman defensive tackle Alex Mosley
celebrate JMU’s 31-7 win over University of Richmond. 10. The crowd goes wild with their thunder sticks during the game.

Classifieds
YOUNG ARTISTS MUSIC STUDIO:
CLASSES for 1 Ω to 5 & parent Tues
pm and Wed am. Youngartistsmusicstudio.com, 433-1563, Julia
ZUMBATHON TO BENEFIT BOYS
& GIRLS CLUB. December 10th,
6-8PM at Funky’s Skate Center. Admission is $10 donation.
GIFTS-JMU CORNER & MORE The
Shoppes at Mauzy Harrisonburg.
600A University Blvd.Mon-Sat 10-6
Most Unique Shop in Town
YOGA FOR BEGINNERS: mindful,
gentle, personal attention. Register
NOW for 8-week session 564-3160.
Starts Thursday Oct 13, 5:45-7 pm.
www.agoodstretch.com”

ATHENA CLEANING: one time or
on-going cleaning for your apartment, home or office. Non-toxic
products used. 879-2827. All calls
returned.
HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS or
trail ride $25/hr (540)828-3223 or
info@elkrunstables.com

S&K SMALL ENGINES- Service of
all outdoor power equipment. You
Break It, We Fix It! Pick up/delivery
available. 540-896-2167
STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF:
There’s a place for you at Asbury
United Methodist Church. Come join
us! www.asburyumc.cc
NEED A PHOTOGRAPHER? Portraits, event photography, and more.
Contact Sarah at sarahderrphoto@
gmail.com.”
SERVARE Online Backup Service.
Business class remote backup.
JMU Special Half Off First Year.
888.737.8922

CORNHOLE BOARDS WITH BAGS
JMU colors made2 order $130 2x4ft
tournament size great for tailgating.
call 540-520-2424 will deliver
BIG BABY TAYLOR ACOUSTIC
GUITAR $600. Includes case, electric tuner, and other accessories.
erines378@yahoo.com

2000 CRYSLER CONCORD. Leather/sunroof In good condition. $900!
Mostly Highway miles. One owner!
Contact Charles@wmsh.org
1993 KAWASAKI ZX-7 NINJA. In
Good condition, runs strong and it’s
all Stock. Garage kept w/cover.
contact charles@wmsh.org”

ROCKINGHAM TURF now booking our OCTOBER Aeration & Seed
schedule. FREE ESTIMATES available by calling 1(540)271-7992.
THE HEALING TOUCH. Relax~
Rejuvenate~ Revitalize~ Massage,
Facials, Makeup, Waxing, Spray Tanning. 540.434.8892, 1966 Evelyn
Byrd, Harrisonburg. massage.com
Specials Online

TV FOR SALE. Hitachi 54 inch flat
screen, very good condition. $450
or best offer. Contact Trinda at
540.810.4156

WORK PART-TIME AND BUILD
YOUR OWN BUSINESS! Train with
our local team. Call Nancy at 540746-3694 for more information.
$150 FOR ONE HOUR OF WORK!!
On campus! please email me @ nikki@netgain4results.com for more
information.
NOW HIRING ALL SHIFTS. Very
felxable. Will work around your
school schedule. Apply in person
today.
!!!BARTENDER!!! $250/Day Potential. No Experience Necessary.
Training Available. 1-800-965-6520
EXT212”
PART TIME WORK. Great Pay, Immediate FT/PT openings, no exp.
nec, all ages 17+, (434)244-0772
All majors welcome. www.worknowctv.com

20

HORSE FOR LEASE: Lovely 16H
QH gelding, 2-3 days/wk. at hunter/
jumper barn 10 minutes from JMU
(indoor/outdoor rings, trails, instruction). Fee negotiable. Experienced
rider only. Contact bradypl@jmu.
edu.
5 BEDROOM, 3 BATHROOM. All
bedrooms nicely sized with bathroom on each floor. Town house
does have washer and dryer, garbage disposal and a dishwasher,
fully furnished. JMU is in walking
distance, and Harrisonburg Crossing/Valley Mall just minutes away by
vehicle. Rent is $1625 with starting
lease date of June, July, or August
of 2012. If interest or questions call
(540)-828-0464 and ask for Greg
or James.
3 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH TOWNHOUSE, walk to campus, AC/W&D/
Deck. $925/month. 1112 Mountain
View Drive. 1yr. lease begins 6/16/12.
540-908-8923 or lindsey@cornerwoodsfarm.com
2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE in 4
bedroom Copper Beech Townhome.
January to the end of July. Contact
turneral@dukes.jmu.edu
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SIX BEDROOMS. 2012-13. Elizabeth
St. Private yard. Exceptional. $345.
540-810-3632
FURNISHED NEW ONE BDRM/
BATH APT. 30 min. from Harrisonburg $400/mo plus electric/ref and
deposit. call 5402461314

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK
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NOW RENTING FOR THE
2012-2013 SCHOOL YEAR
Visit our website for more
details at RinerRentals.com!

Sour Cherry Court

